This series of slim, recessed and made-to-measure led profiles stand out for their versatility and clean-cut design. Designed to create uninterrupted lines of light, ideal to accentuate architectural lines or for general lighting. The Microline TR range is a made-to-measure profile, offering tailor-made endless lighting solutions.

www.deltalight.com/microlinetrimless
This version of Microline creates pleasant diffused lighting without shadows, available for either down or sideways installation. Different solutions ranging from 70 - 100lm/W or RGB & Tunable White are possible. Integration is made easy thanks to the perforated trim on both sides, facilitating trimless installation and finishing from below.
The Microline TRW is the perfect solution for cove lighting. The ability to create lines, internal and external corners allows the designer to draw all perimeters of the room, even those with the most expressive geometries. Wall wash, wall grazing and invisible light effects, all without interruption. Different solutions ranging from 70 - 100lm/W or RGB & Tunable White are possible.
Similar to Microline TRW, this TRW+ version can be used to create coves in the transition between wall and ceiling. Whereas Microline TRW has its plexi even with the wall or ceiling, Microline TRW+ offers a solution with the SBL plexi mounted deeper into the profile in order to reduce glare. With the inner and outer 90° corner and its uninterrupted lines of light, this profile offers equal functionality as Microline TRW, with reduced impact on the eye. Different Kelvin colours or RGB & Tunable White are possible.
An advanced lighting control solution based on the Bluetooth low energy standard. BLE is a state-of-the-art wireless technology. It is the only low power wireless technology available in all modern smartphones, tablets and smartwatches. This makes it the only mainstream powerradiotechnology in the world. It is future proof and it is available now to control your lights.

For more information and technical info please go to

www.deltalight.com/CTRLDELTA